Abstract. In this paper, we approach the problem of finding the zeros of the sum of a maximally monotone operator and a monotone and Lipschitz continuous one in a real Hilbert space via an implicit forward-backward-forward dynamical system with nonconstant relaxation parameters and stepsizes of the resolvents. Besides proving existence and uniqueness of strong global solutions for the differential equation under consideration, we show weak convergence of the generated trajectories and, under strong monotonicity assumptions, strong convergence with exponential rate. In the particular setting of minimizing the sum of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function with a smooth convex one, we provide a rate for the convergence of the objective function along the ergodic trajectory to its minimum value.
Introduction
In this paper, we address the monotone inclusion problem findx ∈ H such that 0 ∈ Ax + Bx,
where H is a real Hilbert space, A : H ⇒ H is a maximally monotone operator and B : H → R is a monotone and 
z(t) = J γ(t)A (x(t) − γ(t)Bx(t)) 0 =ẋ(t) + x(t) − z(t) − γ(t)Bx(t) + γ(t)Bz(t) x(0)
where γ : [0, +∞) → (0, β) is a Lebesgue measurable function, x 0 ∈ H and J γ(t)A denotes the resolvent of the operator γ(t)A for every t ∈ [0, +∞).
The pioneering work [16] of Crandall and Pazy represented a cornerstone in the study of dynamical systems governed by maximally monotone operators in Hilbert spaces, as it addressed questions like the existence and uniqueness of solution trajectories and it related the latter to the theory of semi-groups of nonlinear contractions. Brezis has studied in [14] the asymptotic behavior of the trajectories whenever the underlying operator is the convex subdifferential and Bruck proved in [15] that a similar asymptotic convergence analysis can be made also in the general case involving an arbitrary maximally monotone operator.
Dynamical systems governed by maximally monotone operators are recognized as valuable tools for studying numerical algorithms for monotone inclusions and optimization problems obtained by time discretization of the continuous dynamics (cf. [19] ). In this context we want to refer to the discrete forward-backward-forward algorithm (see [7, 20] ) which generates for an initial point x 0 ∈ H and a sequence of stepsizes (γ n ) n≥0 ⊆ (0, β), via the iterative scheme (∀n ≥ 0) z n := J γnA (x n − γ n Bx n )
two sequences (x n ) n≥0 and (z n ) n≥0 that converge to a solution of the monotone inclusion problem (1). Since they provide a deep understanding of the related discrete iterative schemes, dynamical systems assuming backward (implicit) evaluations of the governing operators have enjoyed much attention in the last years. Abbas and Attouch addressed in [1] a forward-backward dynamical system associated to the solving of (1) for A the convex subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function and B a cocoercive operator, extending in this way the investigations made by Bolte in [8] on a gradient-projected dynamical system associated to the constrained minimization of a smooth convex function. The study in [1] has been further extended in [9] , this time for an arbitrary maximally monotone operator A and also by utilizing variable relaxation parameters, a fact which permitted the derivation of convergence rates for the fixed point residual of the generated trajectories. Recently, in [11] , the monotone inclusion problem (1) for B cocoercive has been approached in terms of a second order dynamical system of forward-backward type with variable relaxation parameters and anisotropic damping/variable damping parameters (see also [3, 4] ). For more literature addressing dynamical systems of implicit type we refer the reader to [2, 5, 6, 10] .
In the first part of the present manuscript we prove the existence of strong global solutions for the dynamical system (2) by making use the classical Cauchy-LipschitzPicard Theorem. This is followed by a convergence analysis for the generated trajectories. We show that that x(t) converges weakly, as t → +∞, to a solution of the monotone inclusion problem (1) under mild assumptions. We also show that, whenever A + B is strongly monotone, the trajectories converge strongly with exponential rate.
In the last part of the work we deal with the optimization problem
where f : H → R is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function and h : H → R is a convex differentiable one with Lipschitz continuous gradient, by taking into consideration that its set of minimizers is nothing else than the solution set of the monotone inclusion problem findx ∈ H such that 0 ∈ ∂f (x) + ∇h(x).
We provide a rate of convergence for the objective function f + h along the ergodic trajectories generated by (2) (for A = ∂f and B = ∇h) to its minimum value.
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some preliminary notions and recall some fundamental results that we will use throughout the paper. Let H be a real Hilbert space. A setvalued operator M : H ⇒ H maps points of H to subsets of H. We denote by
its domain, range, graph and zeros, respectively. The inverse operator of M is defined by M −1 y = {x ∈ H | y ∈ M x}, the multiplication by a scalar λ ∈ R by (λM )x = {λy | y ∈ M x}, and the sum with another operator B :
It is called maximally monotone if it is monotone and there is no monotone operator whose graph contains Graph M properly. It is said to be ρ-strongly monotone with ρ > 0
for all x, y ∈ H and x * ∈ M x, y * ∈ M y.
Notice that if M is maximally monotone and strongly monotone, then Zer M is a singleton, thus nonempty (see [7, Corollary 23 .37]).
The resolvent J γM = (Id + γM ) −1 of the maximally monotone operator γM for γ > 0 is a single-valued operator with Dom J γM = H and it is firmly nonexpansive, i.e.,
Here, Id : H → H denotes the identity operator on H. The Yosida approximation of a maximally monotone operator M with parameter γ > 0 is defined by
According to [7, Proposition 23 .28] we have the relation
Let β > 0 be arbitrary. A single-valued operator M : H → H is said to be β-cocoercive,
Obviously, every β-cocoercive operator is monotone and 1 β -Lipschitz continuous, however, the opposite implication is not true. A function f : H → R := R ∪ {±∞} is said to be proper if it does not take the value −∞ and dom f :
The conjugate function f * : H → R is defined by
and it is convex and lower semicontinuous. If f is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous, then f * is also proper.
The convex subdifferential of f is defined by
It is a set-valued monotone operator ∂f : H ⇒ H, which is maximally monotone if f is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous. We close this section by stating the solution concept we consider for the dynamical system (2). 
(ii) x is continuous and its distributional derivative is Lebesgue integrable on [0, b]; (iii) for every ε > 0, there exists η > 0 such that for any finite family of intervals (ii) For almost every t ∈ [0, +∞) it holdsẋ(t)+x(t)−z(t)−γ(t)Bx(t)+γ(t)Bz(t) = 0, where
Existence and uniqueness of trajectories
In this section we investigate the existence and uniqueness of the trajectories generated by the dynamical system (2) . To this end we notice that the latter can be written as a non-autonomous differential equatioṅ
or, equivalently, asẋ
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of (4). Let x ∈ Dom A. By nonexpansiveness of J γA we have
On the other hand, 
Proof. For the sake of brevity, let us write C := Id − γB and J := J γA . By using the firm nonexpansiveness of the resolvent and the monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of B we get
Lemma 3. There exists a constant
for every γ ∈ (0, β) and x ∈ H.
Proof. We fix an elementx ∈ Dom A in the domain of A, which is evidently nonempty. According to Lemma 1 the mapping γ → f (γ,x) can be continuously extended to γ = 0, therefore the image of [0, β] under this extension is compact, hence bounded, say, f (γ,x) ≤ r for all γ ∈ (0, β). Furthermore, by Lemma 2 and the triangle inequaity,
Now we can state the existence and uniqueness statement. 
which is locally absolutely continuous andẋ(t) = f (γ(t), x(t)) for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞).
Proof. The statement follows as a consequence of the Cauchy-Lipschitz-Picard Theorem (see [17, Proposition 6.2.1]) applied for the mapping (t, x) → f (γ(t), x) under the use of the previous two lemmas. For arbitrary x, y ∈ H and every t ∈ [0, +∞), by Lemma 2, we have
On the other hand, we recall that γ → f (γ, x) is continuous on (0, +∞) for each x ∈ H, so t → f (γ(t), x) is measurable, and it is bounded by Lemma 3, thus locally integrable.
Convergence analysis
In order to investigate the asymptotic properties of (2) we need some inequalities which we derive in the next subsection. (a)
Some fundamental inequalities

x(t)−z(t) γ(t)
− Bx(t) ∈ Az(t);
γ(t) ∈ (A + B)z(t).
Proof. The statement in (a) is a reformulation of the first equation in (2), while the one in (b) follows by adding Bz(t) to (a) and by using the second equation in (2).
Lemma 5. Let x and z be given by (2) andx ∈ Zer (A + B). Then, for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞), we have
Proof. As −Bx ∈ Ax, it holds −γ(t)Bx ∈ γ(t)Ax for every t ∈ [0, +∞). By Lemma 4(a) and the monotonicity of A, for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞) it holds
Lemma 6. Let x and z be given by (2) , and let γ : [0, +∞) → (0, β) be locally absolutely continuous. Then z is locally absolutely continuous, and
for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞). (4) and the nonexpansiveness of the resolvent, we get
Proof
z(t) − z(s) = J γ(t)A (y(t)) − J γ(s)A (y(s)) = J γ(t)A (y(t)) − J γ(t)A (y(s)) + J γ(t)A (y(s)) − J γ(s)A (y(s)) ≤ y(t) − y(s) + |γ(t) − γ(s)| A γ(t) (y(t)) . Since γ is continuous on [0, b], there exist γ min , γ max ∈ (0, β) such that γ min ≤ γ(·) ≤ γ max on [0, b]. Using that γ → A γ (
y(t)) is nonincreasing and the Lipschitz continuity of the Yosida approximation, it yields for every s, t ∈ [0, b] z(t) − z(s) ≤ y(t) − y(s) + |γ(t) − γ(s)| A γ(t) (y(t)) ≤ y(t) − y(s) + |γ(t) − γ(s)| A γ min (y(t))
From here the absolute continuity of z on [0, b] follows, by taking into consideration also that y is bounded. Applying Lemma 4 (a) for s, t ∈ [0, b], s = t, we obtain by the monotonicity of B
which is equivalent to
so, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
By taking the limit s → t, it follows that for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞)
According to Remark 1(b) we have d dt Bx(t) ≤ 1 β ẋ(t) for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞). Furthermore, by the monotonicity and the Lipschitz continuity of B, we have for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞)
as well as
so, getting back to (5), we obtain
(t) .
When A + B is strongly monotone, we have the following strengthened version of the inequality in Lemma 5.
Lemma 7.
Let A + B be ρ-strongly monotone for ρ > 0, x and z be given by (2) and x ∈ Zer (A + B). Then for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞) we have
Proof. As 0 ∈ γ(t)(A + B)x, and (A + B)
is ρ-strongly monotone, by taking Lemma 4 (b) into consideration, we have for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞)
and the assertion follows by rearranging the terms.
Asymptotic properties of the trajectories
The following result, for the proof of which we refer to [2, Lemma 5.2] , is the continuous counterpart of a classical result which states the convergence of quasi-Fejér monotone sequences. The following proposition will play an essential role when establishing the asymptotic properties of the trajectories generated by (2).
Lemma 10. Letx ∈ Zer (A + B). Then t → x(t) −x is monotonically decreasing and
Proof. For almost every t ∈ [0, +∞), by using Lemma 5, the monotonicity and the Lipschitz continuity of B, we have
which shows the decreasing property. Integrating from 0 to T , for T > 0, yields
which is independent of T .
Theorem 2.
Let Zer (A + B) = ∅ and let γ be locally absolutely continuous such that,
Then the trajectories x(t) and z(t) generated by (2) converge weakly to an element in Zer (A + B) as t → +∞.
Proof. According to Lemma 10 we have that t → x(t) − z(t) 2 , mapping from [0, +∞) to [0, +∞), belongs to L 1 [0, +∞). Furthermore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the triangle inequality, (6) and Lemma 6 we have that for almost every t ∈ [0, +∞)
By Lemma 8 we have lim t→+∞ x(t) − z(t) 2 = 0, which implies, via (6), thatẋ(t) → 0 as t → +∞. Let w ∈ H be a weak sequential cluster point of x(t) as t → +∞ and (t n ) n≥0 be a sequence in [0, +∞) with t n → +∞ and x(t n ) ⇀ w as n → +∞. Since
By Lemma 4 (b) and the fact that the graph of the maximally monotone operator A + B is sequentially weak-strong closed (see [7, Corollary 24.4, Proposition 20 .33]), we have (w, 0) ∈ Graph (A + B), thus w ∈ Zer (A + B). By Lemma 10, x(t) −x converges as t → +∞. According to the Opial Lemma, x(t) (and, consequently, z(t)) converges weakly to an element of Zer (A + B) as t → +∞.
For the important special case of strongly monotone inclusions, we are able to show strong convergence of the trajectories to solutions without any continuity assumptions on the function γ. 
